TAXSLAYER.COM COMMITMENT TO
COLLEGE FOOTBALL GROWS

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
AUGUSTA, Georgia (September 01, 2011) - TaxSlayer.com is pleased to announce their
multi-year partnership beginning this college football season as the Title Sponsor of The
2012 Gator Bowl. In addition, TaxSlayer.com has been named an Associate Sponsor of
the Bell Helicopter Armed Forces Bowl and the BBVA Compass Bowl.
These partnerships will expand upon TaxSlayer.com’s commitment to support college
athletics, the college community and the United States of America’s Military Services.
TaxSlayer.com offers free tax preparation services online to active military personnel and
is an affordable and trusted online tax service for all Americans.

“TaxSlayer.com is directly engaging with our country’s most valuable assets, the young
men and women who are taking on the challenges of our future as well as those who
continue to fight for our freedom, “ said Mr. Jimmy Rhodes, President of TaxSlayer.com.
“ We are proud and honored to serve you.”
All games will be carried live on ESPN’s networks beginning with the Bell Helicopter
Armed Forces Bowl on December 30th, 2011 on ESPN. The 2012 TaxSlayer.com Gator
Bowl will be played on January 2nd, 2012 on ESPN2 and the ESPN BBVA Compass
Bowl will be on January 8th, 2012 on ESPN.

There will be TaxSlayer.com representatives on site at each game to share in the spirit
and excitement of these great Bowl match ups and engage with the Students and Fans.

For more information visit TaxSlayer.com online at www.taxslayer.com, on Facebook
at www.facebook.com/taxslayer1, or on Twitter @taxslayer.
###
TaxSlayer.com is an established firm with a solid reputation and over 40 years in the Tax Preparation
business, TaxSlayer has the full expertise of a professional tax service behind it. TaxSlayer.com is an online
tax preparation and e-file service providing free services to the active Military Duty Personnel.
TaxSlayer’s focus is on supporting young adults offering affordable and reliable tax services in a digital
environment conducive to young active lifestyle. TaxSlayer is proud to assist you in preparing and e-Filing
your taxes.

